
People’s Platform for Equality and Justice

“We want to see development, but we don’t want 
to be pushed out.”—Nannie Hinkston (1995)

1. We want neighborhoods where all citizens are respected and appreciated for who they are. 1. We want neighborhoods where all citizens are respected and appreciated for who they are. 
We don’t want to be overpowered by corporate interests. We believe healthy neighborhoods 
have real democratic decision-making power. We believe empathy and the quest for under-
standing are core values for social life.
We live in a time marked by extremes and suffering, where city and corporate practices 
too often reduce human beings to deficits and end up punishing, demonizing, criminal-
izing, and making people disappear.

2. We want full employment for our people with meaningful jobs and livable wages.
Millions upon millions of public and private dollars are being invested in Cincinnati’s 
urban neighborhoods, resulting in new jobs. A reasonable percentage of these jobs 
must come to local residents. 

3. We want policies, legislation, and development projects to reduce the gap between 
the rich and the poor.    
WWe believe that wealth and power are now mobilized to keep our most vulnerable 
citizens at arm’s length, and not for the purposes of ensuring basic human rights.  Too 
many city policies treat these excluded citizens as threats and take strides to: 
     * criminalize panhandlers and people who are homeless; 
     * push them into the prison-industrial complex; 
     * remove them from sight and displace the Drop Inn Center (see point #6 below); 
     * enact police sweeps and invasive surveillance;
     * regulate public spaces (no      * regulate public spaces (no Streetvibes distributors on Fountain Square); 
     * impose a gentrified culture on the marginalized.
Under this system those citizens among us made most vulnerable must fend for 
themselves. 

 4. We want the renovation of Washington Park to welcome all citizens and to be 
maintained as a genuine public space.  
The current plan demolishes the deep-water pool and basketball court—recreational The current plan demolishes the deep-water pool and basketball court—recreational 
facilities that neighborhood people wanted to keep. Who is the park for, exactly? We 
don’t want public spaces turned into private assets.

5. We want the assault on Metropole residents to stop.  
Over the last 20 years, downtown Cincinnati has lost a significant number of aOver the last 20 years, downtown Cincinnati has lost a significant number of afford-
able housing units. We want those units restored. The Metropole has 224 such units. 
Metropole residents have put up a valiant effort to save their homes. If relocation must 
occur, we demand residents be relocated in the downtown core—in their own 
neighborhood—and receive full relocation benefits.  
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6. We want the assault on the Drop Inn Center to immediately stop.
The City/3CDC alliance continues to pressure the Drop Inn Center to relocate out of the 
neighborhood. This pressure puts the city in violation of its own Over-the-Rhine 
Comprehensive Plan (2002) to protect all current residents from displacement. Our 
homeless brothers and sisters have a right to be fully integrated into our neighborhoods 
and not to be used as pawns by development schemes.

7. We want commercial development that serves existing neighborhood residents.7. We want commercial development that serves existing neighborhood residents.
Mixed-income neighborhoods need to have shopping opportunities for all income 
levels. In neighborhoods like Over-the-Rhine, for example, not all new commercial 
development should cater to people with higher incomes. This is not an argument 
against high-end boutiques and bars, but a challenge to attract neighborhood-serving 
businesses to meet the needs of lower-income residents as well.

8. We want our urban core neighborhoods to be racially and economically integrated 8. We want our urban core neighborhoods to be racially and economically integrated 
with housing options affordable to all income levels.   
When low- to moderate-income areas experience upper-income development, benefits 
to the poor are few. In fact, often low-income individuals are displaced. The market 
alone does not create economic mix. We want to see a greater multiplicity of housing 
options that can serve lower-income people such as cooperatives, multi-generational 
housing, renter equity, housing for the elderly, shared-function housing, and land trusts.

9. We want an auditing system in place to make sure that the mixture of household 9. We want an auditing system in place to make sure that the mixture of household 
incomes called for by participatory neighborhood plans are on track.
New upscale development is picking up in Over-the-Rhine, West End, Lower Price Hill, 
and Walnut Hills. The market left to its own devices will not produce balance. Low- and 
moderate-income housing needs to be diligently secured and protected with incentives, 
policies, and legislation.  

10. We want “Shared Equity.”
As neighborhood developments attract more and more investment, both private and As neighborhood developments attract more and more investment, both private and 
public, an enormous hike in property value will likely result. We want an innovative 
system that uses that increased property value to benefit low-income residents and the 
non-profits in our neighborhoods.

We need new narratives in Cincinnati about how life can be lived differently, supported by We need new narratives in Cincinnati about how life can be lived differently, supported by 
values of empathy, community, solidarity, and inclusivity. We remain steadfast that conversa-
tions across borders are life-transforming. Social change happens when the included come to 
see and truly understand the excluded, when the haves come to understand the have-nots, and 
when the centers of power come to understand the margins. Change occurs when those with 
privilege come to see and understand those who are disadvantaged, to walk with us, and to 
learn from us, because when this happens, power is not coercive. Rather, power is used to 
mutually benefit everyone. mutually benefit everyone. 
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